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STATEMENT REGARING ORA ARGUMENT

Baker requests oral arguent. This case comes to the Cour afer two
lengty trials that have generated a lengthy record and a number of signficant

issues.

Oral arguent wil assist the Cour in andressing the intricacies of the

record and the nuaces of the controlling law.
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STATEMENT OF SUBJCT MATfER

AN APPELLATE JUDIClON
The distrct cour had subject matter jursdiction under 18 U.S.C. § 3231.

The ditrct cour entered judgment agait appellant Shuk Abu Baker on May
29, 2009. 17R.1539-1546.1 Baker fIled his notìce of appeal on May 28, 2009.

17R.1533. Ths Cour has jursdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1291.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

A first tral produced a hung jur as to the charges agai Baker. At a
secnd tral before a clerent judge, the jur retued guilty verdicts on al counts.
The ditrct cour sentenced Baker to 65 yeas in prison and a $12.4 milion dollar

fodeitue. 15R.187-248; 17R1539. Represents the following issues on appeal:

1-6. Under Fed. R App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts the Statement of the Issues
in Appeltant Elashi's Openig Brief, as to issues I though VI in that brief.
7. Did th distct cour er in refuing to compel production of Foreign
Intelligence Sureilance Act ("FISA") applications and orders?

8. Did the distct cour er in refuing to suppress the FISA intercepts?

9. Did th distrct cour violate Baker's Four Amendment

rights by
the HLF's

admttg into evidence items seizd durg a warantless search of

1 Citations to the record on appeal ("R.") are in the following format: The

filt number represents the "Holyland" folder number in the electronic record
provided to counel. The second number represents the "USCA5" number in the
lower right-had comer of each page of

the electronic record.

1
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offces, where the governent admits it did not obtain seach warants but relied

solely on its purorted authority to block assets under the Interntional Emergency
Economic Powers Act ("IEEPA"), 50 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq., and related Executive
Orders?
10. Under Fed. R. App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts the Statement of

the Issues

in Appellant Abdulqader's Openig Brief, as to Issue number I in tht brief.
11. Under Fed. R. App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts the Statement of

the Issues

in Appellan Abdulqader's Openig Brief, as to Issue nwnber II in that brief.

12. Under Fed, R. App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts the Statement of the Issues
in Appellant Elas' s Opening Brief, as to Issue VIII in that brief.

the issues

13. Under Fed. R. App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts the Statement of

in Appellant Elas's Openg Brief, as to issue X in th brief.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

I. PROCEEUJNGS BELOW.

Under Fed. R. App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts the Proceedings Below ÌI
Appellant Elasbi' s Operg Brief.

n. STATEMENT OF FACTS.

Under Fed. R. App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts the Statement of Facts in
Appellants Elas's and Abdulqader's Openig Briefs.
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We discuss spcifc facts related to the FlA issues in issues VI and Vin
below and the facts related to the suppression issues in issue IX below.

SUMRY OF TH ARGUMENT
1-6. Under Fed. R. App, P. 28(i), Baker adopts the Sumar of the
. Arguents I though VI in Appellant Elashi' s Openig Brief.
7. For alost ten years, the governent intercepted appellants' calls,

faxes and emais mider orders from the Foreign Intellgence Sureilance Cour
("FISC").

Appellants moved for disclosure of those

applications and to suppress the intercepted communcations. The distct cour
refused to order disclosure and denied the motion to suppress. The distrct cour

erred in refuing to compel production of the FISA applications, order, and related

documents because those matería1s were necessai to make an accuate

deterintion of the legality of the sureilan.
8. Over objection, the goverent introduced several intercepteg.

communcations. Appellants canot adequately present their suppression
arguents without access to the FISA materis. If tls Cour afums the distict

cour's denial of access, it must examine wheter the FISA applications cont
intentionally or recklessly false statements or material omissions and estblish
probable cause to believe the tagets ar agents of a foreign power.
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9. The distrct comt erred in denyig the defendats' motion to suppress

evidence seiz du a waress entr and search of the HLF offces. Firt,
the cour erred in concludi tht IEEPA petted warantless entres and

seaches of pesona prope' and was sufciently certin and reguar in its

application to provide a constutionally adete sustitue fora wart. The

cour also erred in roing the governent s designtion of the HLF as a terorit
was not anounced unti the day of

organon the day before the search-which

th search itself-put the HLF and its employees on notice that their propert
would be subject to peodc inpection. Secnd, given well-estlised Supreme

Cour precedent holdi that authority to seiz propert does not ca with it the

autority to ener private preises to seach for tht prope, th cour ered in
ruing tht the goverent reasonaly relied on its autonty to block the HLF's

proper as justication for the waress en and search of its offces. Finy,

the comt ered il holdig tht the FBI-which had parcipated in the intial
unawf search and seize of HLF's prope in Decembe 200l-acted in good
faith in Apri 200 -wen it secured a wat to search the proper using
i

inormation obtaed from the ealier unawf search. The ditrct comt's
admssion of evidence seiz durg the unawf entr and search of the HLF's

offces violated Baker's Four Amendment rights.
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10. Baker adopts the Sumar of Arguent I in Appellant Abdulqader's
Openig Brief.
II. Baker adopts th Sumar of Arguent n in Appellant Abdulqader's

. Openig Brief.

12. Baker adopts the Sumar of Arguent vm in Appellant Elashi's
Openig Brief.

13. Baker adopts the Sumar of Arguent X in Appellant Elasm's
Openig Brief.

ARGUMNT

I. TH DISTRCl COURT ERRD IN BARG TH DEFENSE

FROM LEAG TH NAMES OF A KEY GOVERNNT
EXPERT AN A SECOND GOVENT WIESS.
Under Fed R. App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts ths Arguent, which is numbe

I in Appelant Elas's Opg Brief.

II. TH DISCT COURT ERRD IN PERMG TH
ADMISSION OF IDGBLY PREJUICI HEARSAY EVIENCE. ~

Under Fed R App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts ths Arguent, which is numbe
,

II in Appellant Elashi's Open Brief.

ID. TH DISTRCl COURT ERRD IN REFUSING TO EXCLUDE
EVIENCE UNER FED. R. EVI. 403.
Under Fed. R. App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts th Arguent, which is numbe
il ip Appellant Elashi's Opeg Brief.

.~
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IV. TH DISTRCl COURT ERRD IN ITS RULINGS ON ISSUES
INOLVIG OPINION TESTIONY.
Under Fed. R. App. P. 28(i),Baker adopts ths Arguent' which is number
IV in Appellant Elahi's Openi Brief.

V. TH DISTRCT COURT ERRD IN FAIING TO GRA
APPELLA' MOTION FOR LE'IR ROGATORY.
Under Fed. R App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts ths Arguent, which is number

V in Appellant Elas's Open Brief.

VI. Tß DISTRCT COURT ERRD IN REFUSlNG TO REQUI

PRODUcrON TO TH DEFENDANTS OF THIR OWN
STATEMENTS.

Under Fed R. App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts ths Arguent, which is number

VI in Appllant Elashi's Opni Brief.

VI TH DISTRCT COURT ERRD IN REFUSIG TO. COMPEL
PRODUCTION OF TH FISA APPLICATIONS AND ORDERS.
Over a peod of nie years, from 1994 thoug 2003, the governent
intercepted thousands of appellants' telephone cals, faxes, and oth~

communcations under orders obtaed from the FISC.2

2 Appellant EI MezaIn wa the taet of FISA sureilance from
approxiately 1994 though. 2003. Appellant Baker was the taget of FISA

sureillance from approxiately 1994 though 2001. Appellant HLF was the
taet of FISA sureilance from appoxiately 2000 unti 2001. Appellants

Abdqader and Odeh were the tagets of FISA sueilance for a relatively brief
perod Appellant Elashi was never the taget of FISA sureilance, but a number
of hi conversations were intecepted durg the sueilance of the other

appellants. E.g., 4R.5021, 5139-40.
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Appll accordigly moved before the flIst tral (1) for disclosu of
those application and the FISC order autonz the sureilance, and (2) to
suppress the intercepted communcations because. among other reasons. (a) the

FISA suieilance before October 2001 violated FISA and the Four Am~ent,

because the "priar purse" of the sureilance was not to obta foreig
intelligence inormation, see, e.g., United States v. Truong Dinh Hung. 629 F.2d
908. 914-15 (4t Cir. 1980); (b) the FISA application faied to estblis probable

cause tht th tagets of the sueilance are "agents of a foreign powet'~ and (c)

see, e.g., Frank v. Delaware. 438 U.S. 154
(1978); United States v. Duggan. 743 F.2d 59, 77 n.6 (2d eir. 1984). 10R.2061-

62, 2659; see 17R. 725, 842, 958 (renewig objections).

The dict cour refued to order disclose of the goverent's
applications to thë FISC or the FIC orders and dened the motion to supress.

2R.4920. Th defense renewed the FISA motion before the secod trat
29R.6254. Over obje:tion, the governent introdced several interceted
communcatons?

3 Those communcations apar in the followi exhbits, admitted at tr
over objection: GX Baker
EI-Mez Wiretap 1. 2,4, 7.9-14; GX

Wireta 1,2.4-7, 10, 13,21-27,34. 37-38, 40-42~ GX
HLF

Wirtap 2~ GX AbdulqaderWiretp

1-2.
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As discussed below, ths case present a uniquely power arguent for
dilosue and suppression.

See In re All Maters Submited to
the Foreign Intelligence Surveilance Court, 218 F. Supp. 2d 611, 621 (FlSC

Case, 310 F.3d 717 (FSCR2002).

2002), rev'd on other grou, In re Sealed

In ths Par we demonstrate that the dict cour ered in refuing to compel

pructon of the FISA applicatons, orders, and related documents under 50
U.S.C. §§ 1806(f) and (g) and the Fif Amendment Due Process Clause,4 because
those materials were ')iecssar to make an accurate deteron of the legality

of

the sueilancë," 50 U.S.C. §1806(f).

A. Standard

of

Review.
the FISA

Ths Cour reviews the distct cour's refual to order diclosue of

aplication and orders for

abuse of discretion. See, e.g., United States v. Badia,

827 F.2d 1458, 1464 (11th Cir. 1987); Duggan, 743 F.2d at 77.
4 Because the sureilance in ths case lasted for many year, and beause FISA

order tyicay have a fixed duration of 90 or 120 days, see 50 U.S.c. § 1805(e),
th issue covers approxiately 50 application and orders. lOR 1090.
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B. The Background and Structure ofFlSA.

FISA "wa enacted to create a framewoi whereby the Executive could
conduct eleconc sureillance for foreign intelligence pwposes without violatg
the rights of citns." United States v. Hammoud, 381 F.3d 316, 332 (4th Cir.

2(04) (en bac), vacated on other grund, 543 U.S. 1097 (2005), reinstated in

relevant part, 405 F.3d 1034 (4th Crr. 2005) (en bane). 'The Act was intede to
stre a sound baance between the need for such surilance and the proteon of

civi liberes." In re KevQrk, 788 F.2d 566, 569 (9t Cir. 1986) (quotation

omitted). The importce of such protections is manest given the extaordiy
intrive nae of FISA sureilance and the accmpanying potential for abuse.

As the FIC ha obseed, FIA sueilance involves
exceptonay thorough acquisition and collecton though a broad
aray of conteporaneous electronic sueilance tehnques. Thus, in
many U.S. person electonic sueilances the FBI wil be authori

to conduct" simultaeousy, telephone, microphone, cell phone, e-ma
and copüter sureilce of the U.S. persn taget's home,

worklace ähd velùcles. Simar breadth is accorded the FBI in
the taget's residence, offce, vehicles, comput,
safe depsit box and U.S. mails where support by probable cause.

physica searches of

In re All Matters, 218 F. Supp. 2d at 616-17;

see, e.g., Olmstead v. United States,

277 US. 438,475-76 (1928) (Bradeis, J., dissen~) ("As a mean of espioIle,

wrts of asistce and genera waran are but puny inents of tyy and

oppression when compared with wire-tapping."); United States v. Smith, 321 F.
Supp. 424, 428 (C.D. CaL 1971) ("Electroiuc sureilance is perhps the most
.~
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objectionable of al tys of searches in ligh of the intention of the Four

Amendment. ").
Ths case highghts the intriveness of FISA sueillance; appellant El~

Meza for example, was subjected to eleconc sureilance 24 hours per day,
seven days per week for nine years, and appellant Baker was subjecte to aroind-

the-clock sureilance for seven years.
FISA attempts to protect the privacy of potential sureilance taget thoug
a senes of procedural proviions, severa of which are signcant here. First, FISA

crates the FISC, to whch the goverent mus apply for an order autori
electronic monitorig. 50 U.S.C. §§ 1803, 1804. 'Wit importt excetions not

perinent here, FISA reqes judicial approval before the goveren engages in
an electronic sueilance for foreign intellgence purses." United States v.
Cavanagh, 807 F.2d 787, 788 (9t'Cir. 1987); see also Hammoud, 381 F.3d at 332.

Second, PIS-A requires the Attorey Geer to approve any application to

the

FISC and requies tht the application conta cer inoration and

cercations. 50 U.s.C. § 1804. Of signcace here, the applicaon to the FIC
must include "a statement of the fact and circwnstces relied upon by the
applicat to justi hi belief tht . . . the taget of the electronic sueilance is a

foreign power or an agent of a foreign power." ld. §, l804(a)(4XA); see United
States v. Posey, 864 F.2d 1487, 1490 (9t Crr. 1989); United States v. Cavanagh,
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807 F.2d 787, 789-91 (9th Cir. 1987). FISA defmes the ter "foreign power,"
among other ways, as "a group engaged in inertional terrorism or activities in
prepartion therefor." 50 U.S.C. § 1801(aX4); see, e.g.. United States Y. Marzoak,

435 F. Supp. 2d 778, 780 (N.D. m. 2006) (Hamas is a "foreign power" under
FISA).
Thd, FISA reques tbtthe application to the FISC set fort cer
"certcatons" by an aproprate executve branch offciaL Among other ths,
the offcial mus cert "tht the purse of the suieilance is to obta foreign

inteligènce inormtion"s and th "su inoraton canot reasonaly be
obted by normal investgative technques." Id § l804(aX7)(B), (C). .
Four the statue spifes fidigs the FISC mus make before it can

approve electonic sueilance or a physica search. ld. § 1805 (electronic
monitori). The comt mus fmd tht the procdural reqements of FISA have

been satisfied, e.g.': id. § 1805(aX1), (2). (4), and it mus find (among other thgs)

"probable caue to believe tht . . . the taget of the eleconic suieilance is á
foreign power or an agent
of a foreign power." Id § 1805(a)(3)(A); see. e.g.,
.
S Effective Octob 2001, Congess amended § 1804aX7)(B) thoug the USA
PATROT Act, Pub. L. 107-56, § 218, to requie cecation only th "a
signcat purse" --rater th "the purse" --of the sueilance is to obta

foreign inellence inormation. See 50 U.S. C. § 18 a 7

.,
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United States v. Dumeisi, 424 F.3d 566, 579 (7th Cir. 2005); Hammoud, 381 F.3d

at 332-33 (discussing probable cause requement). When (as here) the taget of
the sureilance is a "Unied States person" the FISC must also fid tht th

governent's cercation tmder § 1804 are not "clealy eroneous." ld.
§ 1805(a)(5).

Fif FISA auori an "aggreved person" to move to suress

"evidence obtaed or derived from" electonic sueilance if "the inormation
was unawfy acqued" or "the sueilance was not made in conformity with an

order of authoron or approval." ld. § l806(e). FISA defies the phrase
"aggreved peon" as "a peron who is the taet of electronic sueilance or any
other peon whose communcations or acvities were subject to electronic
sureilance." ld. § 1801(k).

Under these defitions, appellants EI-Meza Baker, Abdulqader, Odeh,

and HLF are "ageved persons" as to the electronic sureilance tht tageted
them, and al appellants are "aggreved peons" as to the sueilance tht'

interceted their conversation. See, e.g., Cavanagh, 807 F.2d at 789 (prson
incidentay overheard durg FISA sureilance of another taget is an "ageved
peron"); United States v. Belfeld, 692 F.2d 141, 143, 146 n.21 (D.C. Cir. 1982)

(same).
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Six § 1806f) provides that, if the Attorey General fùes an afdavit that
"disclosure or al adverar hear would ha the nationa secwity of th Uiùted
States," a cour must consider the applicaton and order for FISA e1ecOiùC

sueilance in camera in detering whether the sureilance was lawly

conducted.
Th sttu ad th "(i)n mak ths determtion, the cour may disclose

to the aggeved person, under appropriate securty procdues and protetive

orders, portons of the application, order, or other mateals relatig to the
sueilance only where such disClosure is necessar to make an acurate

detetion of the legality of the sueilce," ¡d. Section 1806g), in tu
provides tht "if the cour determines that the sureillance was lawfy autorid
and conducte it shal deny the motion of the aggreved person except to the extent

that due process requires discovery or disclosur." 50 U,S.C. § 1806g) (emphais

aded).
C. .Factual Background.

The FBI intellgence
investigation of HLF began in 1994 and ended in 2001.
,

4R4182-83. In the course of that investigation (and related intellgence

investigations of other appllants), th goverent applied for, and received,
dozens of orders authorig electronic sureilance of appellants and öthers.

-13
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The governent subsequently claimed the production was the
result of a copying

,

error by FBI personneL 10R.884 n:8. On August 12, 2005, the

governent discovered that it had produced the. materials ànd demanded that the
defense retu them. The defensedec1ined to do so. 10R.381,384.

On August 16,2005, the goverent persuaded the district cour to seal the
the governents request for retu

secure courouse office pendig resolution of

of

the documents. lOR.366, 369, 371,373, On Janua 6,2006, the district cour

ordered the documents ànd all related materials, including defense counsel's notes

. regardig the documents, to be removed from the sealed courouse office and

14
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placed in a

OR.

safe in the cour's chambers. 1

990.

factual assertons in this section are based solely on cOilsel's memory (primary
reflected in distrct cour pleadigs submitted at that time).
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In March of 2001, the governent reported . . , misstatements in
another series of FISA applications in which there was supposedly a 'wall'
between separate intelligence and criminal squads in FBI field offices to
screen FISA intercepts, when in fact all of the FBI agents were on the same
17
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squad and all of the screening was done by the one supervisor overseeing

both investigations.

See In reAllMatters, 218 F. Supp. 2d at 621.
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D. The District Court Erred in Refusing to Order Production.
The distrct cour erred in refusing to order production of the FISA

applications and orders to cleared defense cOlIsel for review in their secure room
under the well-established procedures set out in the Classified Information

Procedures Act ("CIPA"), 18 U.S.C. App. 3. Disclosure of those materials is
"necessar to make an accurate determination of the legality of the sureillance,"

50 U.S.C. §1806(f), and is required as a matter of due process, see id. § 1806(g).
. 1. Section 1806(t).--According to the legislative history of FISA,

disclosure may be "necessar" under § 1806(f) "where the cour's initial review of

the application, order, and fruts of the sureilance indicates tht the question of
legality may be complicated by factors such as 'indications of possible
. misinterpretation of fact, vague identification of the persons to be sureilled, or
sureillance records which include a significant amout of nonforeign intellgence

inormation, calling into question compliance with the minimization stadards
contained in the order.''' Belfeld, 692 F.2d at 147 (quoting S. Rep. No. 701, 95th

Cong., 2d Sess, 64 (1979)); see also United States v. Ott, 827 F,2d 473, 476 (9t
Cir. 1987) (same).
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_See, e.g., Duggan, 743 F.2d at 79 (disclosue is waranted when there exist
"potential ireguarties such as possible misrepresentations of fact") (quotations

and citation omitted).

Disclosure is "necessar" for counsel to assist the Cour in determining

whether the applications establish probable cause to believe that the target of the

sureillance is an "agent' of Hamas; whether the "primar purose" of the FISA
sureillance was gatherig foreign intelligence, and not, impermissibly, for a

criinal investigation, see, e.g., Trnong Dinh Hung, 629 F.2d at 914-15; and
whether a Franks hearg is necessar. Without access to the discovery in the

case, and without the resources to investigate, neither this Cour nor the distrct
cour can accurately resolve these issues.
2. Section 1806(g) and Due Process.--Defendants also should

obtain disclosure of the FISA applications, orders, and related materials under §
1806(g) and the Fifth Amendment Due Process Clause.

To determine whether due process requires the requested disclosure, the
Cour must consider the thee factors set fort in Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 US.
319 (1976): (1) "the private interest that wil be affected by the official action," (2)

"the risk of an erroneous deprivation of such interest though the procedures used,
and the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedur safeguads,"

20
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and (3) "the Governent's interest, including the function involved and the fiscal
and administrative burdens that the additional or substitute procedural

requirements would entaiL." ld. at 335; see also American-Arab AntiDiscrimination Commitee v. Reno, 70 F.3d 1045, 1068-71 (9t Cir. 1995)

(applying Mathews test to determine whether use of secret evidence violates due
process); Rafeedie v. INS, 880 F.2d 506, 524-25 (D.C. Cir. 1989) (Mathews

balancing test governs process due alien in exclusion proceeding, including use of
secret evidence), on remand, 795 F. Supp. 13, 18-20 (D.D.C. 1992) (same);

Kiareldeen v. Reno, 71 F. Supp. 2d402, 413-14 (D.N.J. 1999) (same). Application
of the Mathews test confirms tht the distrct cour erred in denying appellants

access to the FISA materials,

a. The "Private Interest."--The appellants' "private interests" at
stae here are weighty. They seek an accurate determination of their claims that
the govemment's secret sureillance violated their privacy rights under FISA and

the Four and Fifth Amendments to the Constitution. More generally, they seek
though the judicial process to avoid deprivation of their libert. If mere propert

interests "weigh heavily in the Mathews balance," as the Supreme Cour has held,
United States v. James Daniel Good Real Property, 510 U.S. 43,54-55 (1993), the
appellants' privacy and other libert interests must possess even greater

significance.
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b. The Risk of Erroneous Deprivation and the Value of

Additional Procedures.- Turing to the second Mathews factor, the procedure
that the district cour adopted--the adjudication of appellants' rights under FISA

though ex parte review of materials that counel had no opportity to review
once the cour sealed the defense offce and ordered the materials retued to the

govemment--caries a notoriously signficant "risk of an erroneous deprivation" of

the libert and propert interests at issue,
Conversely, "additional . . . procedural safeguds" --access to the FISA
materials and an opportty to address them--can substantial "probable value."
Mathews, 424 U.S. at 335. The Supreme Cour has declared that '''(fJaíress can

rarely be obtained by secret, one-sided determination of facts decisive of rights. . . .
No better instrent has been devised for ariving at trth than to give a person in

jeopardy of serious loss notice of the case against him and opportity to meet it'"
James Daniel Good, 510 U.S. at 55 (quoting Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Comm. v.

McGrath, 341 U.S. 123, 170-72 (1951) (Franfurer, 1., concuring)).

As the Ninth Circuit observed in a secret evidence case, '''One would be
hard pressed to design a procedure more likely to result in erroneous deprivations.'
(T)he very foundation of the adversar process assumes that use of

undisclosed inormation wil violate due process because of the risk of eror."
American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, 70 F.3d at 1069 (quoting distrct

-s-R
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cour); see also id. at 1070 (noting "enormous risk of error" in use of secret
evidence); Kiareldeen, 71 F. Supp.2d at 412-14 (same).

In the Four Amendment context, the Supreme Cour has twice rejected the
use of ex parte proceedings on grounds tht apply here. In Alderman v. United

States, 394 U.S. 165 (1969), the Cour addressed the procedures to be followed in

determing whether governent eavesdropping in violation of the Four
Amendment contrbuted to its case agaist the defendats. The Cour rejected the

governent's suggestion that th district cour make that determination ex parte
and in camera. The Cour observed that
(aJn apparently inocent phrase, a chace remark, a reference to what

appears to be a neutral person or event, the identity of a caller or the
individual on the other end of a telephone, or even the maner of
speaking or using words may have special signifcance to one who

knows the more intiate facts of an accused's life. And yet that
inormation may be wholly colorless and devoid of meang to one
less well acquainted with all relevant circumstances.
ld. at 182.

In orderig disclosure of improperly recorded conversations, the Cour

declared:
Adversai proceedings wil not magically eliminate all error, but they

will substantially reduce its incidence by guarding against the
possibility tht the trial judge, though lack of tie or unamiliarity
with the inormation contained in and suggested by the materials, will
be unable to provide the scrutiny which the Four Amendment
exclusiona rue demands.
ld. at 184.
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Similarly, the Franks Cour held that a defendat must be pennitted to attck

the veracity of the affdavít underlying a search warant, upon a preliminar
showing of an intentional or reckless material falsehood. The Cour rested its
decision in signicant par on the ex parte natue of the procedure for issuig a

search warant and the value of adversarial proceedigs:

(T)he hearing before the magistrate (when the warant is issued) not

always wil suffice to discourage lawless or reckless misconduct. The
pre-search proceeding is necessarily ex parte, since the subject of the
search canot be tipped off to the application for a warant lest he
destroy or remove evidence. The usual reliance of our legal system
on adversar proceedings itself should be an indication that an ex
parte inqui is likely to be less vigorous. The magistrate has no

acquatance with the inormation that may contradict the good faith
and reasonable basis of the affiant's allegations. The pre-search

proceeding wil frequently be marked by haste, because of the
understandable desire to act before the evidence disappears; this
urgency will not always permit the magistrate to make an extended
independent examination of

the afant or other witnesses,

438 U.S. at 169; see also Dennis v. United States, 384 U.S. 855, 875 (1966) ("In

our adversar system, it is enough for judges to judge. The determination of what

may be usefu to the defense can properly and effectively be made only by an
advocate."); United States v. Marzook, 412 F. Supp. 2d 913, 921 (N.D. IlL. 2006)

CIt is a matter .of conjectue whether the cour perfoims any real judicial function

when it reviews classified documents in camera. Without the ilumination
provided by adversarial challenge and with no expertess in the field of nationa
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security, the cour has no basis on which to test the accuracy of the governent's
claims.").6

The same considerations that the Supreme Cour found compelling in
Alderman and Franks militate against ex parte procedures in the FISA context. As
the FISC itself has acknowledged, without adversaral proceedigs, systematic

executive branch errors--includig submission of FISA applications with
"erroneous statements" and "omissions of material facts" --went entirely undetected
by the cours until the Dor elected to reveal it See In re All Matters, 218 F. Supp.

2d at 620-21.

arguments on our five-year-old memories based on only parial review of the

documents.

Full disclosure to cleared counsel, followed by adversarial

proceedings-win camera if necessar--wil produce far more accurate factfindig

than the procedure that the distrct cour used here,

Counsel's earlier review of some of the inadvertently produced documents
also puts this case on a unque footig, as the information has already been

disclosed to cleared counsel (who have maitained its complete confidentiality

6 In Marzook, the governent agreed that the defendat at issue and his cocounsel (as well as counsel for the co-defendant)could be present at the hearg

and cross-examine the witnesses. See 412 F. Supp, 2d at 917,923.
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since). The only consequence of retrieving the inormation from counsel in 2005

and witholdig it for the past five years is that the district cour and now this
Cour are deprived of counsel's ability to marshal and present that inormation in a
maner that facilitates an accurate and reliable adjudication of the issue.
c. The Government's Interest.--Finally, the Cour must

consider

the goverent's purorted interest in maitaining the secrecy of the FISA

materials. The govemment has asserted its generalized interest in avoidig
daage to "national security," without any effort to demonstrate that the previous

disclosue of the FISA materials to defense counel has caused such damage or that
fuer disclosure, under appropriate protections, is likely to do so in the futue.

national security. See, e.g.,

Cours have previously rejected such diffuse claims of

American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, 70 F.3d at 1070 ("We canot in

good conscience find that the President's broad generalization regarding a distant
foreign policy concern and a related national security theat suffices to support a
process that is inerently unair because of the enormous risk of error and the

substatial personal interests involved."); Kiareldeen, 71 F. Supp. 2d at 414
(same); Rafeedie, 795 F. Supp. at 19 (same).
The governent's asserted national securty interest in witholding the FISA

materials from the defense is paricularly weak here. Defense counsel have
security clearances and an obvious "need to know" the inormation. The district
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cour put in place an agreed CIPA protective order, which provides elaborate

protections for classifed inonnation and which permits classified materials to be
disclosed to defense counsel but not to the defendants. 2R.194. Defense counsel
have complied rigorously with the Protective Order. See 2R.4928 (district cour

"commends counel on their excellent track record in dealing with classifed

inormation"). Moreover, the governent can request pennission to redact any
paricularly sensitive "sources and methods" inormation. Cf AT Najjar v. Reno,

97 F. Supp. 2d 1329, 1358-59 (S.D. Fla. 2000) (proposing procedures for hadling

classified evidence in deportation contex), vacated as moot, 273 F.3d 1330 (lIth
Crr.2001).

Upon an objective assessment of the governent's national securty claim,

the Cour should find that the first and second Mathews factors substantially
outweigh the governent's professed need to withold the FISA materials, and it
should order all the FISA materials agai disclosed to defense counsel as a matter
of due process. Following that disclosure, appellants should be permitted an
opportity to supplement and renew their motions to suppress the

communcations intercepted under FISA.

VIL THE DISTRICT COURT ERRD IN REFUSING TO SUPPRESS
THE FISA INTERCEPTS.
For the reasons detailed above, appellants canot adequately present their

suppression arguments without access to the FISA applications and orders.
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Nonetheless, in case the Cour affrms the distrct cour's denial of access, and

undertakes review of the FISA materials without the benefit of adversarial
proceedings, we sketch those arguments below.

A. Standard of

Review.

This Cour reviews de novo the district cour's denial of a motion to
suppress FISA sureilance. See Dumeisi, 424 F.3d at 578.

B. Prim ary Purpose.

The FISA sureillance at issue here--al of which occured before October
2001--may have violated FISA and the Four Amendment because the "primar

purose" of the sureilance was for a criinal investigation, rather than to obtain
foreign intelligence inonnatìon. The Four Amendment ordinarily prohibits the

governent from conductig intrsive electronic sureilance without first
demonstrating criminal probable cause-.probable cause to believe tht "the

evidence sought wil aid in a paricular apprehension or conviction for a paricular
offense." Dalia v. United States, 441 D,S. 238, 255 (1979) (quotation omittd);

see 18 U.S.c. § 2518(1)(b), (3)(a); United States v. Meling, 47 F,3d 1546, 1551
(9t Cir. 1995).

FISA, as noted above, does not requie a showing of criminal probable cause

that a crime has been committed; the governent need only show probable cause

to believe that the target is a "foreign power or an agent of a foreign power," In
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other signficant respects as well, FISA offers less protection than the Four

Amendment and Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of
1968, 18 U. S. C. § 2510-2521, ordinarly provide?

For example, under Title III and the Four Amendment, the target of the
sureilance must receive notice tht the governent has invaded his privacy. See,

e.g., United States v. Donovan, 429 U.S, 413, 429 n.19 (1977); Berger v. New

York, 388 U.S. 41,60 (1967); 18 U.S.C. § 2518(8)(d). Under FISA, however, the
governent need not ever provide notice to the target of sureilance uness it
"intends to enter into evidence or otherwise use or disclose" the FISA evidence in
a trial or other official proceeding. 50 U.S.C. § 1806(C).

Similarly, the taget of criminal sueillance under Title III ordiarily may
obtain copies of the application and order to challenge the lawfulness of the

sureilance. 18 U.S.C. § 2518(9). By contrast, no reported decision has ever
afforded the target of FISA sureilance access to the underlying materials, and.-

not coincidentaly--no cour, to our knowledge, has ever suppressed the fruits of
FISA sureilance.

Despite the reduced privacy protections that FISA offers, federal cours
upheld the constitutionality of the statute before the passage of the P A TR OT Act

7See generally Daniel J. Solove, Electronic Surveilance Law, 72 Geo. Wash. L.

Rev. 1264; 1290-91 (2004) (comparg FISA and Title III protections and notig
that "FISA's protections against sureilance are much looser than those of (Title
III)").
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amendments based on the distínction between sureilance conducted for criminl

investigative puroses and for foreign íntelligence puroses. When the "primar

purose" of electronic sureillance is foreign íntelligence gatherig, cours have
held that sureilance authorized under FISA satisfies the Four Amendment, even

if it produces evidence that is later used in a crimínal prosecution.
On the other hand, when the primar purose of the sureí1ance is criínal

investigation, cours have requied the governent to comply with the ordínar
warant, notice, and disclosure requirements of Title in and the Four

Amendment. See, e.g., United States v. Johnson, 952 F.2d 565,572 (1st Cir, 1991)

("Although evidence obtaíned urder FISA subsequently may be used in criminal

prosecutions . . . the ínvestigation of criínal activity caot be the priar
purose of the sureilance, (FISA) is not to be used as an end-ru around the

Four Amendment's prohibition of warantless searches."); Badia, 827 F.2d at

1464 (FISA application and related documents "establish tht the telephone
sureilance. . . did not have as its purose the primar objective of investigating a
crimin act"); Trnong Dinh Hung, 629 F.2d at 915 ("(T)he executive should be

excused from securing a warant only when the sureilance is conducted

'priarily' for foreign íntelligence reasons."), affg United States v. Humphrey, 456
F. Supp. 51, 57-58 (E.D. Va. 1978) (same; suppressing sureilance conducted

without warant afer priar purose became criminal investigation); United
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States v. Butenko, 494 F.2d 593, 606 (3d Cir. 1974) (en banc) ("Since the priar

purose of these searches is to secure foreign intelligence inormation, a judge,

when reviewing a paricular search must, above all, be assured .that ths was in fact
its priar purose and that the accumulation of evidence of criminal activity was

incidental."); United States v. Brown, 484 F.2d 418,424 (5th Cir, 1973) ("There is
no indication that defendant's telephone conversations were monitored for the

purose of gaining inormation to use at his trial, a practice we would imediately
proscribe with appropriate remedy."); United States v. Bin Laden, 126 F. Supp. 2d

264, 277-78 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) (foreign intellgence exception to warant
requirement for searches abroad where, among other requiements, the search is

"conducted 'primarily' for foreign intelligence puroses"); United States v.
Megahey,553 F. Supp. 1180, i 188-89 (E.n.NY. 1982) (foreign intellgence
exception to warant requíement applies when sureilance is conducted

"primarily" for foreign intelligence reasons), afrd sub nom. United States v.
Duggan, 743 F.2d 59 (2d Cir. 1984). See generally Gregory E. Birkenstock, The

Foreign Intellgence Surveilance Act and Standards of Probable Cause: An
Alternative Analysis, 80 Geo. L.J. 843, 863-70 (1992) (notig importance of noncriminal purose to constitutionality of FISA),

We believe that the FISA applications and an adversarial hearg wil
establish that in this case the "primar purose" of the investigation of HLF was
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not to obtain foreign intelligence inornation, but to obtain evidence with which to

prosecute HLF and its officers. Because we have had only limited access to the

applications, we canot provide a detailed or comprehensive analysis of their
contents in support of ths arguent. If the Cour rues--as argued above-.that

defense counsel should have been granted access to the applications, then we
request an opportity to submit fuer briefing on the "primar purose" issue

following that review, Ifthe Cour rejects our request for access, then we ask tht
it undertake.an independent review of the applications with the "primar purose"
test in mind,
C. Probable Cause.

As noted above, before issuig any order authoriing FISA sureilance the
FISC must find (among other things) "probable cause to believe that. , . the target
of the electronic sureilance is a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power,"

50 D,S.C. § l805(a)(3)(A), An "agent of a foreign power," as applied to a "United
States person,',8 means (as relevant here) "any person who. . . knowingly engages
in. . . international terrorism, or activities that are in preparation therefor, for or on
behalf of a foreign power," and "any person who, . . knowingly

aids or abets any

person in the conduct of activities" described above. ¡d. § 1801 (b)(2)(C), (E)

8 The term "United States person"

includes any "citizen of the United States, an
alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence. . . or aliens lawfully admitted for

permanent residence." 50 U,S.C. § 1801(i).
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(emphasis added). "Internationa terrorism," in tu, means certain activities
occurg outside the United States that "involve violent acts or acts dangerous to

human life" and "'appear to be intended--(A) to intimidate or coerce a civilian

population; (B) to inuence the policy of a governent by intimdation or
coercion; or (C) to afect the conduct of a governent by assassination and

kidnapping." ld. § 1801(c).
The Supreme Cour has held repeatedly that criminal probable cause
requires "a reasonable ground for belief of guilt," and "tht the belief of guit must

be paricularzed with respect to the person to be searched or seized." Maryland v.
Pringle, 540 U.S. 366, 371 (2003) (quotation omitted). Under FISA, the probable
cause stadard is directed not at the target's guilt of a crime, as with a traditional

warant, but at the target's status as "a foreign power or an agent of a foreign

power."

Thus, the Cour should examine, with respect to every application for
sureillance of the appellants, or for sureillance on which appellants were

intercepted, whether ~e application established a reasonable, paricularzed ground
for belief that the taget was "a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power"
under the definition set out above.

50 U.S.C. §§ 1801(b)(2)(C), (E),

1805(a)(3)(A); see Birkenstock. supra, 80 Geo. LJ. at 851-53 (discussing the

FISA probable cause standad).
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D. Franks v. Delaware.

Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154 (1978), establishes the circumstances

under which the target of a search may obtain an evidentiar hearg concerng
the veracity of the inormation set fort in a search warant affidavit. "(W)here the

defendat makes a substatial prelimin showing that a false statement
knowingly and intentionally, or with reckless disregard for the trth, was included

by the affiant in the warant affidavit, and if the allegedly false statement is
necessar to the findig of probable cause, the Four Amendment requires that a
hearing be held at the defendat's request." ld. at 155-56.

Franks establishes a similar standad for suppression following the hearg:

In the event that at the hearg the allegation of perjur or reckless
disregard is established by the defendant by a preponderance of the
evidence, and, with the affidavit's false material set to one side, the

afidavit's remaing content is insuficient to establish probable
cause, the search warant must be voided and the frts of the search

excluded to the same extent as if probable cause was lacking on the
face of the affidavit.
ld. at 156; see United

States v. Brown, 298 F.3d 392, 395-404 (5th eir, 2002)

(applying Franks to Title III wiretap application); United States v. Blackmon, 273

F.3d 1204, 1208-10 (9th CiT. 2001) (same); Duggan, 743 F.2d at 77 0.6

(suggesting thàt Franks applies to FISA applications under Four and Fifth
Amendments ).
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The Franks principles apply to omissions as well as false statements. See,
e.g., Brown, 298FJd at 407-08 (Dennis, J., specially concuring); United States v.

Tomblin, 46 F.3d 1369, 1377 (5th Cir. 1995) ("Omissions or misrepresentations

can constitute improper governent behavior."). Omissions will trigger
suppression under Franks if they are deliberate or reckless and if the affidavit or
applìcation, with the omitted material added, would not have established probable
cause. See, e.g., Brown, 298 F.3d at 407-08 (Dennis, J., specially concuring);

Tomblin 46 F.3d at 1377 (noting that the required showing of recklessness can in
some instances be inerred diectly from the omission of material fact itself).
In Franks, the Cour held tht a criinal defendat has a right, under cert

circumstaces, to challenge the trthness of statements made in an affidavit
supporting a warant. 438 U.S. at 155-56; see also Brown, 298 F.3d at 407.08

("Accordingly, a defendant is entitled to a Franks hearing upon making a

substatial preliminar showing that a governental official deliberately or
recklessly caused facts tht preclude a finding of probable cause to be omitted from

a warant affidavit, even if the governental official at fault is not the affiant.")
(Denns, J., specially concurring).

We submit tht the record satisfies the stadard for an evidentiar hearg
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In United States v. Davis, 714 F.2d 896 (9th Cir. 1983), the Ninth Cìrcuit
held that suppression was required under analogous circumstances.

denied the Franks motion afer an evidentiar hearg, and the Ninth Circuit

reversed,' declarg:

Thompson's testiony indicated that he did believe the underlying
inormation in the Blue Lagoon affidavit to be tre. The district cour

apparently focused on that aspect of "tr" in concluding tht

Thompson did not deliberately or recklessly falsify the afidavits.
That analysis completely ignored the trth or falsity of the statements
which indicated that Thompson had received the inormation directly
from the inormants. The record on remand' permits no conclusion

other than that such statements in the Blue Lagoon affidavit were
often false.
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ld. ~t 899 (footnote omitted).

The Cour should remand to the distrct cour with instrctions to permit
cleared counsel to again review the FISA applications and related materials.

~
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Following that disclosure, the district cour should be directed to conduct a Franks

hearing at which appellants will have the opportity to prove that the affiants
before the FISC intentionally or recklessly made materially false statements and
omitted materal I1ormation from the FISA applications, Following the hearg,

the district cour should suppress all items obtained through any FISA order issued
on the basis of any application tht the cour deterines to be materially false,
including any evidence derived dírectly or indiectly from the false applications.

IX. THE DISTRlCTCOURT ERRD IN REFUSING TO SUPPRESS

EVIENCE UNLAWFULLY SEIZED FROM mE OFFICES OF
THE HOLY LAND FOUNDATION

On December 4, 2001, agents of the Deparent of Treasury ("DOT") and
the FBI searched the HLF's offices in Texas, New Jersey, Ilinois and Californa
and seized its propert as well as personal propert of its employees, without

search warants. It is undisputed that the governent did not obtai a warant
before entering and searching the offices, Instead, the governent relied solely on
its purorted authority to block assets under IEEP A, and related Executive Orders

("E.O,"). 17R4269. Before tral, the defense moved to suppress evidence seized

during these warantless searches, 10R1496-1590. The district cour denied the
motion, ruìng that the governent's regulation of organizations designated under
IEEP A puts those organizations on notice that their propert will be subject to

periodic inspection so that a warant is not requíred before a search may be
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conducted. 17R.4268-4276. The cour fuer concluded that, assuming the search

did violate the defendat's Four Amendment rights, the frits of the search need
not be suppressed because the DOT and FBI reasonably relied on IEEP A as
authority to enter and search the HLF's offices without a warant. ld. Finally, the

cour rued

that even if an FBI search of HLF's propert several months afer the

initial search and seizue were unconstitutional, the fruts of the search were
nonetheless admissible because the FBI reasonably relied on a warant issued by
the magistrate cour. fd.

The distrct cour erred in denying the motion to suppress. First, the cour

erred in concluding that IEEP A permitted warantless entres and searches of
personal propert and in implicitly ruing tht the state included an inpection

scheme tht was sufficiently certai and regular in its application to provide a

constitutionally adequate substitute for a warant. The cour likewise erred in

rcing the designation of the HLF the day before the search-which was not
anounced until the day of the search-put the HLF and its employees on notice
that their propert would be subject to periodic inspection. Second, given wellestablished Supreme Cour precedent holding that authority to seize proper does

not car with it the authority to enter private premises to search for that proper,
see G.M Leasing Corp. v. United

States, 429 US. 338 (1977), the cour erred in

ruing that the governent reasonably relied on its authority to block the HLF's
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propert as justification for the warantless entr and search of its offices. Finally,

the cour erred in holding that the FBI-which had paricipated in the initial

unawful search and seizue of HLF' s propert in December 200l-acted in good

faith in April 2002 when it secued a warant to search the propert without
inorming the magistrate cour of its earlier unawful activities. The district cour's
admission of the evidence seized during the unawful entr and search of the

HLF's offices violated Baker's Four Amendment rights.
A. Standard of

Review.

"When considerig the denial of a motion to suppress, this cour reviews the

distrct cour's factual findings for clear error and its Four Amendment
conclusions de novo." United States v. Troop, 514 F.3d 405, 409 (511 Cir. 2008);

see also United States v. Portilo-Aguirre, 311 FJd 647, 651-52 (511 Cir. 2002).

Where the relevant facts are undisputed-as they are in ths case-the Cour may
resolve questions of

fact as questions oflaw. Portilo-Aguirre, 311 FJd at 652.

B. Background.
On September 23, 2001, President George W. Bush issued B.O. 13324,

pursuant to his authority under IEBPA B.a. 13224 blocks the assets of certain
"foreign persons" and authorizes the DOT to designate others whose assets would
be blocked. On October 31, 2001, the governent designated Hamas as a

Specially Designated Global Terrorist ("SDGT"), thus making Hamas subject to
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E.O. 13224. President Bil Clinton had previously designated Hamas as a

Specially Designated Terrorist ("SDT") on Janua 23, 1995, in RO. 12947. On
December 3,2001, under the purorted authority of IEEPA, E.O. 13224, and E.O.

12947, the governent designated the RLF as an SDT and SDGT. 29R6103blocking the

6104; lOR.4z(j9. Pursuat to this designtion, OFAC issued notices

OR.

HLF's assets the following day, December 4,2001. 1

1513-20,

On the same day it issued the notice blocking HLF' s assets, agents of the

DOT and the FBI searched RLF's offces in California, llinois, New Jersey, and
Texas and seized RLF' s physical propert as well as personal propert belonging

to its employees. lOR.4269. At that time, Baker was the Executive Director of

the HLF and his personal office was located in the HLF's Texas office. lOR 1499,
Appellant El-Mezain was RLF's Director of Endowments an his personal office

was located in the HLF's California office. ld. Appellant Odeh was the HLF's
New Jersey representative and his persona offce was located in the New Jersey
office. ld. On the same day the governent issued the blocking notice, searched

the HLF's offices and

seized its and its employees' propert, it also held a press

conference anouncing for the first time that the HLF had been designted an SDT

andSDGT. See "President Anounces Progress on Financial Fight Against
Teror,"

Dec.

2001

4,

(found

htt://ww.whitehouse.gov/news/re1eases/200 1I12/20011204-8.html).
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It is undisputed that the searches of the HLF offices and the seizue of its
propert occured solely under the purorted authority of the OF AC blocking
notices. 1

OR.

4269. The governent did not obtain a judicial warant before

seizing HLF's assets, and no cour approved the searches and seizues in advance.

In April 2002, over four months after the warantless searches of the HLF's

offices and the seizue of its propert, the FBI applied for warants to search and
seize the HLF prQpert then in the custody of OFAC. 10R.l521-87; 17R.4270,

4275. The applications failed to inorm the cour that the governent acted
without warants when it initially searched the HLF offices and seized its propert,

and that the FBI had paricipated in those intial searches and seizues. See NY.
Times Co. v. Gonzales, 382 F. Supp. 2d 457, 466 (S.D. N.Y. 2005), vacated on

other grounds, 459 F.3d 160 (2d Cu. 2006) (discussìng governent affidavit
acknowledging that FBI agents paricipated in the searches of the HLF offices on
December 4,2001).

Before the first trial, the defendats filed a motion to suppress the evidence

'seized durng the December 4, 2001, warantless searches of the HLF offces.
1 OR.

1496-1590. Judge Fish dened the motion without a hearg. 10R.4268-76.

While agreemg with the defendats that the governent's actions on December 4,

2001, constituted searches

and seizues with the protections of the Four

Amendment, the cour rued that the blocking notice issued the same day the
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search was executed put the HLF and its employees on notice "that their propert
wil be subject to periodic inspections so that a warant is not required before such
a search may be conducted." lOR.

4270, 4275-76. In the alternative, the cour

rued that, even if the December 4 searches and seizes were unconstitutiona, the
evidence seized need not be excluded from trial because the agents conducting the

search reasonably relied on IEEPA in excusing themselves from the Four
Amendment's warant requirement. 10R.4273-75. The cour also extended the
exclusionar rue's good faith exception to the FBI's subsequent April

2002 search

ofHLF'spropert. ¡d.
Before the second trial, the defense renewed its motion to suppress.

29R.6248, 6253 (renewing prior motions), Judge Solis adopted Judge Fish's order
denying the motion. 3 2R.15 5 (adopting prior orders and denying renewed

motion). During the second trial, the cour admitted the following exhibits, which
either were seized on December 4,2001, or were derived from evidence seized on
tht date: HLF Search 1-3,5-12, 14-23,25,27-33,35-45,47-51,62, 70-73, 75-77,
81-85, 87-91, 93, 94, 101, 102, 105-115, 117, 119, 124~126, 130, 131, 137, 139,

142-163,165,171,175,177,178,179, and 183-186.
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C. The District Court Erred in Refusing to Suppress Evidence Seized
During the Unlawful, Warrantless Searches of the HLF Offces.

1. The district court erred in finding that the administative
inspection exception to the warrant requirement applied to the
search of the HLF offices.

The physical entres into HLF's offices in Texas, New Jersey, niinois and

Californa constituted searches tht implicate the protections of the Four
Amendment. See, e.g., G.M Leasing Corp., 429 U.S. at 353-59 (warantless entr
into offices to seize proper to satisfy ta debt constituted a search in violation of

the Fourth Amendment), Similarly, the removal of HLF' s records, computers, and
other propert constituted a "meaningful interference with (HLF and Baker's)

possessoiy interests in that propert" and therefore amounted to "seizes" under
the Fourh Amendment. .So/dal v. Cook County, 506 U.S. 56, 63 (1992) (quoting

United States v. Jacobsen, 466 U.S. 109, 113 (1984)). The search ofHLF's offces
and the seizes of

their contents plainly required either a warant or an exception

to the warant requirement. See G.M Leasing, 429 U.S. at 353-59, It is
undisputed that the goverent did not have a warant at the tie it entered and
OR.

searched the HLF's offices and seized its propert. 1

4269. Rather, the

governent relied solely on the authority of blocking notices issued by OFAC
pursuat to IEEP A. The distrct cour erroneously concluded that the warantless

seach was justified as an

adminstrative inspection under Donovan v. Dewey, 452

US. 594 (1981). 1OR,4275. Although agreeing that a nonprofit humantaan
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organization is not a "closely reguated" industr, the cour apparently concluded
that HLF's designation as a SDT was sufcient to bring it within the scope of the
administrative inpection exception to the warant requirement. IOR4272-73. The
cour concluded that because JEEP A is a comprehensive regulatory scheme

the

HLF was on notice that it would be subjected to periodíc inpections, despite the

fact that JEEP A does not authorie warantless searches, much less provide any

guidance on how such searches should be conducted, IOR.4275. The cour's
ruings on these points were

erroneous.

F or the administrative inspection exception to the warant requirement to

apply, several factors must be present: (1) the business to be searched must be
"closely regulated," considering the duration and extensive natue of the reguatory

scheme, (2) "there must be a 'substatial' governent interest that informs the

regulatory scheme pursuant to which the inspection is made," (3) the "warantless
inspections must be 'necessar to furer the regulatory scheme, '" and (4) "the
statute's inspection program, in terms of the certaity and reguarty of its

application, must provide a constitutionally adequate substitute for a warant."
New York v. Burger, 482 U.S. 691, 703 (1987) (internal citations omitted).
Assuming for the sake of argument that the distrct cour was correct in finding that
SDTs and SDGTs are closely regulated and there is a substatial governent

interest inorming JEEP A, the cour erred in applying the adminstrative inspection
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exception to ths case given that warantless inspections are not necessar to

furer the scheme and there is no statutory inspection program much less one that
is certai and reguar enough to be a constitutionally adequate substitute for a

warant.
There is no evidence in the record that warantless searches are necessar to
fuer IEEP A's regulatory scheme. Nothing prohibited the governent from

obtaing a warant before enterig the HLF's offices or from sealing those offices
until it could obtain a warant. See, e.g., Segura v. United States, 468 U.S. 796,

810 (1986) ("We hold, therefore, that securing a dwelling, on the basis of

probable

cause, to prevent the destrction or removal of evidence while a search warant is

being sought is not itself an uneasonable seize of either the dwelling or its
contents.;'). In findig no difference

between a warantless entr and search and

the sealing of premises (10R.4275), the distrct cour ignored the different interests

protected by the Four Amendment's regulation of searches and seizues. See
Jacobsen, 466 U.S, at 113 ("A 'search' occurs when an expectation of

privacy that

society is prepared to consider reasonable is ininged. A 'seizue' of propert
occurs when there is some meaningfu interference with an individua's possessory

interests in that propert."). Assuming IEEPA authorized the governent to seize
HLF's assets on December 4,2001 (in other words, to interfere with its possessory
interests), the governent needed no fuer authorization to seal the HLF offices
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while it obtained a warant. Such an action would have done nothìng'io furer
interfere with HLF possessory interests. However, by entering the offices without
a

warant, the governent not only interfered with the HLF's possessory interests,

it inrìnged the privacy of HLF and its employees without a warant. This is a
difference of constitutional proportions.

requiement

More importtly, however, lEEPA does not satisfy Burger's

that a statute's inspection program be certin and reguar enough in application that
it provides a

constitutionally adequate substitute for a warant. Burger, 482 US. at

703. Neither lEEPA nor the relevant executive orders authorize OFAC or any

other governental agency to conduct a warantless search of private propert.
E.O. 12947 and 13224 declare national emergencies, as required to trigger the
Presidential authorities granted by IEEPA. See 50 U.S. C. § 1701 (b) (President

may exercise authorities granted by JEEP A only "to deal with unusual and
extaordinar theat with respect to which a national emergency has been

declared").

IEEPA authorizes the President or his delegates to:

(A) investigate, regulate, or prohibit(i) any tranactions in foreign exchange,

payments between, by, though or

(ii) transfers of credit or

to any baning institution, to the extent tht such
transfers or payments involve any interest of any foreign
countr or a nationa thereof,
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(iii) the importg or exporting of curency or securties, by
any person, or with respect to any propert, subject to the
jursdiction of the United States;

(B) investigate, block durg the pendency of an investigation,
regulate, direct and compel, nulify, void, prevent or prohibit, any
acquisition, holding, witholdig, use, tranfer, withdrawal,

transportation, importtion or exportation of, or dealing in or
exercising any right, power, or ,privilege with respect to, or
transactions involving, any propert in which

any foreign countr or a

national thereof has any interest by any person, or with respect to

any

propert, subject to the jurisdiction of the United States; and ...
. (remainder not relevant).

50ns.C. § 1702(a)(I).
Nothing in IEEP A authorizes a search of private propert. As the Supreme

Cour has made clear, the authority to levy or block propert does not car with it

the authority to make a warantless intrsion onto private propert. See GM.
Leasing Corp., 429 US, at 354 ("It is one thing to seize without a warant propert

restingin an open area or seizable by levy without an intrsion into privacy, and it
is quite another to effect a warantless seizue of propert, even tht owned by a
corporation, situted on private premises to which access is not otherwise available

for the seizing officer,").

Furer, as the Distrct Cour of the Distrct of Cohnnbia stated in rejectig

the governent's reliance on the relaxed standads of adminstrative inspections in
the civil case arsing from the search ofHLF's offices:

(EJven if the administrative search exception for commercial entities

was analogous to the present factu context, which it is not, a
fudamental component of

the exception canot be met in this case. In
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upholding the warantless searches, the Supreme Cour specifically
concluded that the reguatory inspection statutes in question provide a

"sufficiently comprehensive and predictable inspection scheme ....
that the owner of commercial propert canot help but be aware that
his propert wil be subject to periodic inspections undertaken for

specifc puroses." (United States v. Donovan, 452 U.S. 594, 600
(1981)). In this case, neither the ffEPA nor the two Executive Orders

provides these essential safeguards of predictability and implicit
the Four Amendment.

notice that satisfy the requiements of

See Holy Land Foundation v. Ashcroft, 219 F. Supp. 2d 57, 78-80 (D.D.C.
2002), af'd, 333 F.3d 156 (D.C. Cir. 2003).

In the instant case, the district cour misapprehended Burger's

requirement of a comprehensive and predictable inspection scheme,
asserting tht regulation of SDTs and SDGTs need only be "sufficiently
comprehensive that the regulatory scheme . .. is adequate to put such
organizations on notice that their propert wil be subject to periodic
inspections so tht a warant is not requied before such a search may be

conducted." 10R.4275. In other words, the cour ignored the requiements
that Burger placed specifcally on the inspection component of a regulatory

. scheme-requiring that the program be sufficiently certain and reguar in its

application to provide a constitutionaly adequate substitute for a warant-

ruing instead that so long as a regulatory scheme is ..sufficiently
i

comprehensive" entities subject to the scheme are on notice that they may be

subjected to random inspections. This is patently erroneous. But even
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assuming the possibility tht designation of an organization as a SDT or
SDGT might put the organization on notice that it could be subject to futue

periodic inspections (despite the lack of any language in IEEP A authoriing

such an inspection), because the governent failed to notify the HLF of its

designation until it executed the searches of the HLF offices, the district
cour erred in concluding that .HLF received constitutionally sufficient
notice.

2. The dim-iet court erred in finding that the good faith
exeption to the exclusionary rule applied to the government's

violation o/the appellants' Fourth Amendment rights.
Given that IEEP A does not authorize a warantless entr and search of
private propert and well-established Supreme Cour precedent holding that the

authority to . seize propert does not can with it the authority to enter private
premises to search for tht propert, see G.M Leasing Corp., 429 U.S. 338, the
cour erred in ruing that the governent reasonably relied on its authority to block

the HLF' s propert as justification for the warantless entr and search of the
HLF's offices. lOR.4273-75. The governenthad several options for lawflly
entering HLF's offices and searching for assets subject to the blocking order. It
simply chose to act pursuant to the unettered discretion of the Executive. As the
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Supreme Cour has repeatedly noted, such unettered discretion is anthema to the
Four Amendment:

The Four Amendment does not contemplate the executive officers of
Governent as neutral and disinterested magistrates. Their duty and
responsibility are to enforce the laws, to investigate, and to prosecute. But
those charged with ths investigative and prosecutorial duty should not be

the sole judges of when to utilize constitutionally sensitive means in
pursuing their tasks. The historical judgment, which the Four Amendment

accepts, is that uneviewedexecutive discretion may yield too readiy to
pressures to obtain incriínatingevidence and overlook potential ínvasions
of privacy and protected speech.

United States. v. Us. Dist. Court for Eastern Dist. of Mich., Southern Division,

407 U.S. 297, 317 (1972) (citations omitted).

The cour also erred ín holding that the FBI-which paricipated with OF AC
ín the initial unawfu search and seize of HLF's propert in December 2001acted in good faith in April

2002 when it secured a warant to search the propert

without inorming the magistrate cour of its earlier unawfl activities, lOR 427 576. The propert seized

from the HLF's offices remained within the governent's

exclusive control from the time of its seize until the date on which the FBI
submitted its application for a warant to search it. In its affidavit in support of the

warant, the governent expressly relied on inormation obtained from the
December 200 1 searches and seizues to establish probable cause to believe the
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seized material contaied infonnation relevant to its investigation, The

govementafiant wrote:

Inventories for the Four
Propert
HLF locations referenced herein. Those inventories indicate that

87. I have reviewed OFAC Blocked

OF AC seized various materials from the four'" HLF locations, to
include the following: desks, fied, books, binders, computers,

telephones, fax machies, miscellaneous documents, and various other

items that the HLF used to faciltate its activities.
LOR.1583. The good faith exception does not apply where a search warant is
issued' on the basis of evidence obtained as the result of an ilegal search. See

United States v. Mowatt, 513 F.3d 395,405 (4th Cir. 2008) ("The (United States v.)

Leon(, 468 U.S. 897 (1984)) exception does not apply here because Leon only
prohibits penalizing officers for their good-faith reliance on magistrates' probable

cause detenninations. Here, the exclusiònar rue operates to penalize the officers
for their violation of Mowatt's rights that preceded the magistate's

involvement."); United States v. McGough, 412 F.3d 1232, 1239-40 (11th Cir.
2005) (good faith exception does not apply to search of defendat's aparent,

where the search warant was issued based on an affidavit tainted with evidence
obtained as a result of a

v. Vasey,

previous unawful entr into the aparent); United States

834 F.2d 782, 789 (9th Cir. 1987) (good faith exception did not apply

when warant was based on inormation obtained in ilegal warantless search

because "(t)he constitutional error was made by the officer .,,' not by the
magistrate").
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D. The Government Cannot Prove the Error Harmless Beyond a
Reasonable Doubt.
Because the admission of evidence seized durg the ilegal searches of the

HLF offices implicates Baker's Four Amendment rights, this Cour must decide

whether the distrct cour's error is hanless beyond a reasonable doubt. See
United States v. Edwards, 303 F.3d 606,621-22 (5th Cir, 2002) ("To the extent that

the error implicates (the defendant's) Four Amendment rights, we ask wheter it
appears 'beyond a reasonable doubt that the error complained of did not contrbute
to the verdict obtained:) (quoting Neder v. United States, 527 U.S. 1, 15 (1999)),

Given the volume of exhbits obtained durg the unawf search and
seizue, and the central role those exhibits played in the trial,

the governent

canot establish that the district cour's error in admitting those exhibits is
harless beyond a reasonable doubt. The exhbits seized from the HLF's office

included some of the most inammatory and irelevant evidence introduced at
trial, including evidence of Hamas violence unelated to any act by the HLF or any

47, 50, 51) The governent also

individual HLF defendat (e.g., GX HLF Search

relied heavily on thousands of pages of evidence seized. from the HLF offices to
show the transfers of fuds to the zaat committees listed in the indictment to
numerous zakat committees and charity societies not contained in the indictment.

See e.g., GX HLF Search 35-45.
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X. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRD IN GIVING A FIRST
AMENDMENT INSTRUCTION THAT MISSTATED THE LAW AS
APPLIED TO THE FACTS OF THE CASE.

Under Fed. R. App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts this Arguent, which is number I
in Appellant Abdulqader's Opening Brief.

'. XI. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRD IN DENYIG DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS ON DOUBLE JEOPARDY GROUNDS.

Under Fed. R App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts this Arguent, which is number
II in Appellant Abdulqader's Openig Brief.

XI. THE CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF THE ERRORS REQUIRS
REVERSAL.

Under Fed. R. App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts this Arguent, which is number
VITI in Appellant Elashi' s Openig Brief.

XII. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRD IN SENTENCING BAKER.
Under Fed. R. App. P. 28(i), Baker adopts this Arguent, which is mnnber
X in Appellant Elashi's Opening Brief. Here, too the U.S.S.G. § 3Al.4 adjustment

does not apply. At Baker's sentencing the cour failed to give individua

consideration to Baker's intent, instead attbuting to hi the intent of Hamas.

15R.203. The cour also erroneously attbuted to Baker-solely because "Mr.
Baker was there" (15R.241 )-the anti-Jewish statements in videos found in the

searches.
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Cour should reverse Shuki Abu Baker's

conviction, If the Cour does not reverse Baker's conviction, it should vacate his
sentence and remand for resentencing.

DATED: October 19,2010

Respectfully submitted,

/sl Nancy Hollander

Nancy Hollander
Theresa M. Duncan
Attorneys for Defendat-Appellant
SHUKR ABU BAKER
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